
Introduction
This study investigates the CoVID-19 Coronavirus and the effectiveness of quarantine length, as well as incubation 
period. 

Conclusions
The coronavirus has a median incubation period of 5-6 days, but can be as long as 13 days in some 
individuals. 

At a high risk assessment of infection by the coronavirus, a 14 day quarantine is likely sufficient. 
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Figure 1: The researchers have plotted out each person who has been confirmed to have been 

infected with coronavirus (COVID-19). Each fine line is representative of a person (all infected). The 
blue represents possible time of exposure (with the largest line being limited to the first case - as 
there would be no other cases before), the red indicating the onset of symptoms (fever, cough, sore 
throat), and green dots indicating when they were detected to have been infected.

Take Away: This simply shows the spread between possible exposure and symptoms appearing - it 
is difficult to pin point when the exact time of exposure occurred. 

Figure 2: Here, the researchers are showing the median (not the average, but the middle number) 

of symptoms showing in people infected versus the days since (believed) infection (for example, if they 
know they have been exposed to an infected person, they can quarantine this new person and see how 
soon they develop symptoms). Data is actually spelled out in the paragraph. 

Primary Results:
- 2.2 days to show symptoms, after exposure to coronavirus, for 2.5% of individuals.
- 5.1 days to show symptoms, after exposure to coronavirus, for 50% of individuals. 
- 11.5 days to show symptoms, after exposure to coronavirus, for 97.5% of individuals. 
Eliminating coughing and sore throat and only basing the statistics on fever onset:
- 2.6 days to show symptoms, after exposure to coronavirus, for 2.5% of individuals.
- 5.7 days to show symptoms, after exposure to coronavirus, for 50% of individuals. 
- 12.5 days to show symptoms, after exposure to coronavirus, for 97.5% of individuals. 

Take Away: In rare cases, people will show a fever in 2.6 days after being infected. To be extremely 
sure they are not symptomatically infected, people would need to quarantine themselves for about 13 
days (12.5, based on the fever onset data). 
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Table 2: Researchers then took the data from figure 2 (time to symptoms after exposure) and 

extrapolated how many people would escape symptom detection based on two variables - 1. the risk of 
showing symptoms if they are exposed to the virus (the lower, the higher the risk - for example, 1 in 100, 
1% chance, and 1 in 1 - meaning that if you are exposed to the virus, you will definitely show symptoms 
eventually), and 2. the number of days being monitored. So, pulling the "known" symptom presentation 
time from Figure 2, PLUS these two variables - how many people would escape being detected as 
symptomatic if they were quarantined for 7 days, 14 days, 21 days, or 28 days. 

Primary Results:
- Assuming people were quarantined for 7 days, an average of 21 people (out of 10,000) would escape 
detection if coronavirus is a high risk infection.
- If coronavirus is a perfect infector, an average of 2121 people (out of 10,000) would escape detection. 
- Assuming 14 day quarantine, 1 person (out of 10,000) would escape detection at high risk. 
- If it is a perfect infector, then 101 people would escape detection with a 14 day quarantine.

Take Away: Based on predictions, it would be most prudent to quarantine for 28 days, as the risk of 
escaping symptom detection would be extremely low, but 14 days at perfect infection rate is still quite low 
at 1% undetected, on average.  

Figure 3: Here, the researchers are simply diagraming estimates of the proportional number of people that 

do not express symptoms out of those infected after X amount of days (0-28 days). The average is the constant 
black line, and the 99th percentile is the "worst case" scenario. 

Primary Results:
- The average is around 1 in 10,000 will not show symptoms when infected after 28 days. 
- The worst case scenario (99th percentile) shows around 1 in 800 (or so) will not show symptoms when infected 
after 28 days. 

Take Away: This all means that there is always a chance a person may be asymptomatic (not present 
symptoms) of the coronavirus after 28 days or longer, but the chances are very low. 
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